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Dedication

For the Children of Mindkind:
To give wings to your imagination,
Allowing you to soar on the winds of time.

Prologue

H

uman civilization is at a tipping point. Our
population has rapidly expanded during the past
10,000 years of unusually pleasant weather, as we have
burned through the stored energy of our planet and
moved to occupy its prime real estate.
We must moderate our instinctive drive to consume
and reproduce, and we must provide an enriched outlet for the creative energies of our children. Otherwise,
our civilization will collapse, a victim of its own success
and the vagaries of the climate—our allotted time having expired.
Today, many young people no longer find comfort
in the ancient religions and they distrust existing governments. They are seeking honest answers to the political, social, economic, and environmental questions
that threaten their future, and they have little faith in
the practices of the past.
The generations who live on Earth today have developed the first crude tools of computerization, which
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have allowed us to take a few halting steps into space.
We are now faced with a stark and simple choice—
choice—we
either use these marvelous inventions to live in peace
and explore the cosmos, or we continue using them for
war and ensure our extinction.
There are no other alternatives, and the time for
making a decision is ticking away.

xvi

Part I
E

T

A

sense of time seems to be hardwired into life itself.
The most ancient creatures were surely aware of
the changing tides and the need to migrate with the
seasons for nutrition, mating, and birth.
Humans have walked upon the earth for more than
200,000 years, and it appears that marking time was
one of the first mental tools we developed. Thirty thousand years ago, an eagle bone was carved with rows of
notches, circles, and crescents to represent the phases of
the moon and the female reproductive cycle. Six thousand years later, an early sculptor carved the image of
Mother Goddess into a rock wall in Southern France.
She is depicted as a pregnant woman holding a bison
horn cut with 13 notches, designating a lunar year.
The peaceful era of Mother Goddess was replaced
by warrior societies, which began to track the annual
passage of the sun, in addition to the phases of the
moon. The Sumerian civilization, which originated
in Iraq between 4500 and 4000 BCE, used a base60 mathematical system to correlate lunar and solar
years and provided us with our 60-second minute,
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60-minute hour, 24-hour day, 12-month year, and
360-degree circle.
At about the same time, the Egyptians relied on the
predictable flooding of the Nile River and the annual
ascension of Sirius, the brightest star in the night sky,
to calculate an accurate 365¼-day
day calendar.
Julius Caesar’s affair with Cleopatra in the First
Century BCE produced more than a great love story; he
also adopted the Egyptian calendar year for the Roman
Empire. The Julian calendar required that the month
of February have 28 days, except that every fourth year
was a “leap year” in which February received an extra
day.
Following the collapse of the Roman Empire and
the subsequent religious suppression of knowledge
during the Dark and Middle Ages, the intellectual advances in science and mathematics of the Renaissance
were required before the Julian calendar could be improved upon.
The astronomical calculations of Nicolaus Copernicus
in the Fifteenth Century provided the scientific basis for
disproving the Catholic Church’s geocentric dogma—
which placed the earth at the center of the universe—and
laid the foundation for the modern calendar. Nonetheless,
fearful of Church authorities, Copernicus delayed publication of his work until he was on his deathbed.
Since the Julian calendar year was eleven minutes
too long, its use had caused a ten-day
day problem in the

celebration of Easter by the mid Sixteenth Century. On
February 24, 1582, Pope Gregory XIII issued a decree
continuing Julius Caesar’s leap year system, “except for
years that are exactly divisible by 100,” and with the
further exception that “the centurial years that are exactly divisible by 400 are still leap years.” Thus, 2000
remained a leap year, while 2100 will not be, since it
cannot be evenly divided by 400.
The Gregorian reformation established the more
accurate Copernican year of 365.2425 days, and it
skipped 10 calendar days in order to restore the vernal
equinox on March 21.
Although opposition to the lost days slowed adoption of the Gregorian calendar by England (and the
American colonies) until 1752, this calendar is the one
that still hangs on walls around the world.
Modern timekeeping resulted from the efforts
of mariners and mapmakers to determine longitude,
which requires the ability to calculate exactly how many
minutes of difference exist between any location on the
globe and the Universal Prime Meridian in Greenwich,
England. The first accurate marine chronometer was
developed by John Harrison, who was rewarded for his
invention in 1773.
The advent of computers, global positioning satellites, space travel, cellular phones, instantaneous international finance, and the Internet created the need for
a more exacting measure of time. Even a slight variation
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of time can make a huge difference in space navigation
and the synchronization of computers.
Rather than celestial movement, Coordinated
Universal Time is now measured by the element cesium, whose atoms oscillate more than nine billion times
each second. In the United States, time is determined
by a collection of 50 atomic clocks feeding information
into a bank of computers at the Naval Observatory in
Washington, D.C. The combined system keeps time
accurate to less than a billionth of a second per day.
With the recent discovery of Earth-like planets
around other stars, we are now contemplating travel to
these distant star systems. How long will the journey
take?
A speed of about 25,000 miles per hour (mph)
is required to escape the earth’s gravity. NASA’s New
Horizon space craft has achieved the fastest speed yet
of 36,000 mph (58,000 km/h) in its exploratory trip
to Pluto.
Since the distance to Proxima Centauri, the nearest star to Earth, is almost 25 trillion miles (40 trillion
kilometers), the voyage would take almost 80 thousand years at the New Horizon speed. If, however, we
can imagine it possible to achieve the speed of light
(186,282 miles per second, or almost 300,000 km/s),
we could make the journey in just four-and-a-quarter
years. Even at the speed of light, a trip to Andromeda,

the closest major galaxy beyond the Milky Way, would
take two-and-a-halfhalf million years.
halfThe wave of previously unimaginable discoveries in
just the last century demonstrates there is vastly more
we do not know than we currently understand. Travel
through space in the future may simply require that we
spin into an adjacent dimension and reappear in the
solar system of Proxima Centauri, in the Andromeda
galaxy, or on the other side of the earth, in which case
the voyage could not and would not be measured by
time or distance.
On one hand, greater mastery of the ability to
divide time into ever more discrete elements will be
necessary to coordinate the computerized machines
required to accelerate us through space and time. On
the other hand, use of those machines to skip over the
great distances involved in space travel will make time
increasingly irrelevant, since we will either be here or
there and not in between.
Although no serious cosmologist currently entertains the likelihood of time travel, once we learn to
travel timelessly through adjacent dimensions, a passage to the past or future may be discovered. Just
because time travel is currently beyond our scientific
comprehension does not mean it is forever impossible.
We can only imagine such things. They are presently unknown, but they are not necessarily unknowable.
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For now, time remains a valuable tool to mark our
progress from the past into the future. It establishes the
period of our residency on this lovely blue and white
planet, orbited by a large silver moon, as we slowly circle around a warm yellow star embraced in the arms of
an elegant spiral galaxy, we call the Milky Way.

E

C

ompiled about twenty-six
six hundred years ago in
Israel-Palestine, the Book of Genesis (1:1) informs
us that “In the beginning God created the heavens and
the earth.” The Rig Veda (10.129.1-7), however, reflecting an even older religious tradition in India asks, “Who
really knows, and who can swear, how creation came,
when or where! Even gods came after creation’s day.”
Based on his literal reading of the Holy Bible, the
scholarly Archbishop Ussher of the Church of Ireland
deduced in 1654 that the first day of creation commenced, precisely, at nightfall on the evening before
Sunday, October 23, 4004 BCE.
Although some religious fundamentalists still cling
to this late date for creation, most people try to look
beyond cultural folklore to understand the physical
planet we live on, how it came into being and where it
is heading. There are, however, as many differing scientific theories of origin as there are creation myths.
The most commonly accepted theory of astrophysics is that the entire visible universe was instantaneously
created and suddenly inflated from a subatomic spark
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of pure energy in a “big bang” about 13.8 billion years
ago and has been smoothly expanding ever since. So far
as we presently know, this was the beginning and is the
extent of time.
There are two schools of thought. One view is that
the universe will continue to expand forever until it becomes a cold and empty void. A contrary theory is that
it will ultimately reach the end of its gravitational tether and will contract back into a “big crunch,” whereupon it will once again explode—or perhaps not. Since
it now appears there is an acceleration in the speed at
which the universe is expanding, the latest thinking is
that expansion is infinite.
As the infant universe expanded, tiny bits of pure
energy began to coalesce through several steps into stable
atoms of hydrogen, which are composed of an electrically positive proton circled by a negatively charged electron. The tiny electron quickly travels around the proton
and oscillates in a rapid up and down, curved wave motion that creates a virtual shell around the proton.
Hydrogen atoms combined to form helium and ultimately all of the physical elements. Even after eons of
activity, the universe remains composed of 75 percent
hydrogen atoms, many of which bond with heavier elements to form chemical compounds, such as water.
After about 300,000 years, clouds of hydrogen and
helium began to combine into rotating galaxies, which
continued to further coalesce into stars. The first stars

were gigantic and—as they blew themselves apart in
gravitational events known as supernovas—they
they began
to seed the universe with the heavier elements, which
are forged in the nuclear furnaces of the stars.
As the shock waves of supernovas moved through
clouds of dust, hydrogen, helium, and other elements,
localized concentrations began to swirl about a common center. As gravity grew stronger, mass accumulated, pressure was increased, heat was produced, and
more stars were born.
When the core of a star reaches about 27 million
degrees Fahrenheit, a nuclear reaction begins to break
apart the hydrogen atoms creating a plasma of free electrons. From this plasma and the processes associated
with the life and death of stars, all other elements are
created, commencing with helium and leading down
the periodic table to plutonium—the heaviest naturally occurring metal.
The star we call the Sun was born in the Milky Way
galaxy about 4.6 billion years ago. There are between
100 and 400 billion stars circling in the galaxy, and
each orbit of the sun takes about 200 million Earth
years. The sun is a medium-sized star, and the material
left over from its creation gravitationally organized itself into the present planets, asteroids, and a surrounding shell of comets.
The temperature of the sun is around ten million
degrees Fahrenheit at its surface; yet it has consumed
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only about four percent of its hydrogen stock. In another five billion years or so, however, the sun will finally exhaust the hydrogen in its core. The core will
begin to shrink, and the helium within it will get hotter
and will begin to burn. The sun will then swell up into
a “red giant.”
Ultimately, and since it is too small to supernova, the sun will cast off its outer layers and will
shrink down to a carbon, diamond-like cinder about
the size of Earth. It will stabilize as a “white dwarf ”
star and will shine for a very long time, but the earth
will not be around to enjoy its light—it will have
been swallowed up by the red giant.
For now, the earth is alive. Along with Mercury,
Venus, and Mars, Earth is a spherical rock. Beyond
Mars is the asteroid belt, followed by the gaseous planets of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. Pluto, first
thought to be a planet, is now relegated to the status
of other similar objects that orbit beyond the natural
planets.
Although we perceive the earth as being solid, it is
in fact a molten mass which is only cool at the surface
where it is exposed to the cold vacuum of space. The
crust is blanketed by a dense gaseous atmosphere that
rapidly grows thinner and colder with higher altitude.
In reverse, the earth’s heat increases with depth, until
its nickel-iron core reaches more than 9,000 degrees
Fahrenheit.

Relatively, the solid crust of the earth we live on
is very thin, much like the shell of a bird’s egg, and it
would be equally smooth, if reduced to the same size.
The molten interior of the earth helps to keep us
warm. It also creates electrical currents that swirl outward as a magnetic field—
field—which surrounds and protects us from solar radiation and produces the beautiful
auroras at the poles.
Given its dense atmosphere, its ability to retain
water, and its ideal distance from the sun to gently
warm its surface, Earth is currently a hospitable place
for life.
A significant, and perhaps rare, event took place
about 4.5 billion years ago. That was the creation of the
moon—which drives the ocean tides and helps to produce the weather and geological processes that make
life possible.
A cataclysmic collision occurred between the earth
and a planetary object about the size of Mars. The
combined momentum produced so much heat that the
crusts of both were melted. The earth absorbed some of
the object’s mass, including its metallic core; however,
the remainder, along with some of the earth’s crust,
splashed out and formed a ring around the earth.
Over time, the ring coalesced into the moon,
which ultimately surrendered its rotational energy to
the earth. Locked into a stable orbit, the moon always
presents the same face to the earth, allowing the two of
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them to embrace each other in a slow waltz around the
sun every year.
The collision increased the spin of the earth, providing us our brief 24-hour day, unlike the one-year
day of Venus. It also resulted in a slight tilt to the earth’s
axis, which causes our varying seasons and further enhances the chance of life.
The reconstituted earth continued to be bombarded by asteroids, comets, and meteorites carrying water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and organic compounds
allowing the planet to become a liquid oasis, washed to
and fro by moon-driven tides.
This then is the world we live upon. Magnifying
the crust beneath our feet, we can see within each grain
of sand the various chemical atoms it is composed of.
Looking more closely, we find the sand to be alive with
movement, as electrons flash around the nuclei of atoms, and the atoms continually bounce off each other.
Peering inside each individual atom, we find that,
compared to the infinitesimal size of the nucleus and
the orbiting electrons, each contains vast amounts of
empty space. In addition, atoms are not like marbles,
which can be tightly packed together. Atoms are mostly
nothing, and they magnetically repel each other—creating space around themselves.
While we may feel we are standing on solid ground,
we are mostly standing on nothing, and the human
bodies we wear are also primarily composed of empty

space. If we could shrink down to the size of an electron, we might “fall through the cracks” beneath us.
No matter how solid our bodies and our surroundings
appear to be, all mass is alive with constant movement
within the empty space it occupies.
On the physiological level, Mother Earth, including us humans and all of her other animal and plant
life forms, is a collective living organism. Everything
interacts together to form a self-regulating
regulating system that
allows for the survival of life on Earth.
Beginning as early as the Neolithic, and certainly by commencement of the Industrial Revolution,
permanent geological evidence of human activity on
Earth has been laid down. This era has been named the
Anthropocene (Greek, anthropo - “human” and cene “new”). What it will be known for is undetermined—
although it appears we may be contributing to and
driving the sixth mass extinction of life on our mother
planet.
Whether or not we humans remain a part of the
earthly equation remains to be seen. We may have the
means to commit suicide, but we do not have the power to destroy the garden in which we live. At least, not
yet.
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he earth we live upon appears to be the same from
day to day; however, over the eons, the hard surface
has migrated over a viscous interior, reforming itself,
over and over, into continually changing continents,
oceans, and climates.
The land has been repeatedly covered with dense
forests of plants and trees, which have been swallowed
up and submerged under the surface to form coal.
Over the eons, living organisms in the oceans died,
settled to the bottom, became buried under rock and
were ultimately transformed by heat and pressure into
petroleum.
For a variety of reasons including shifts in the
earth’s orbit around the sun, the migrating tilt of its
axis, movement of its crust, and concentrations of
greenhouse gases, the weather conditions on Earth can
vary over time. Sometimes it is too hot, sometimes it is
too cold, and only occasionally is it just right.
We are most familiar with “ice ages” in which glaciers slowly flow over land areas in the higher latitudes
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before retreating; however, there have been periods
when the earth’s surface was completely covered with
ice. The last time was about 650 million years ago
when, from outer space, Earth would have looked like
a gigantic snowball.
There also have been times when the surface of the
earth resembled a burning hell. A 20-degree increase in
temperature caused worldwide fires 250 million years
ago that incinerated 95 percent of life.
Another fiery catastrophe occurred 65 million years
ago when an asteroid the size of Mount Everest struck
the ocean off the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico. The asteroid was pulverized—the blazing hot dust rose into
the atmosphere, and an intense heat consumed vegetation around the world.
The atmospheric dust and ash blocked the lifegiving rays of the sun, and the earth was plunged into a
deep freeze. A sulfuric acid rain finally cleared the dust
from the atmosphere, which in turn created a “greenhouse” phase. The global thermometer was reversed,
and Earth suffered high temperatures for the next halfmillion years.
The dinosaurs, who had dominated the earth for
millions of years, failed to survive; however, tiny mammals, who had evolved following an earlier die-off,
off, were
off
able to thrive by feasting on the carrion and detritus
that remained. One of them was our direct ancestor.

In our family tree that has flourished since that
time, we can identify a progenitor primate in Africa
about five million years ago from whom we are descended, along with our cousins, the apes, chimpanzees, and bonobos.
Approximately two million years ago another member of our family tree known as Homo erectus arose in
Africa. It wandered as far abroad as Indonesia and Asia,
before becoming extinct around 140,000 years ago. In
1891, a 430,000-year-old mussel shell was located in
a riverbank on the island of Java near a Homo erectus
fossilized skullcap. What is unique about the shell is
a zigzag engraving, which was precisely incised with a
sharp tool, such as a shark tooth. This is the earliest
known symbolic or artistic expression.
About a hundred thousand years ago, our branch
consisted of three sprigs of proto-humans. There was
the Neanderthal group in Europe and around the
Mediterranean Sea, a Denisovan group in Indonesia
and mainland Asia, and a group in Africa that survived
the other two.
Genetic testing has established the probability that
all of us Homo sapiens are related to a single woman and
her relatives who lived in Africa about 140,000 years
ago. As her descendents migrated around the world,
her genes became mixed with those of the other two
groups, but she lives on in each of us.
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The human hybrid resulted in a magnificent species
with a brain three times larger than other primates. We
became bi-pedal and developed the speed and endurance
to run down prey and to travel over long distances foraging for food. The better we ate, the better we thought,
and improved thinking further increased the food supply, the quality of life, and the chances of survival.
A genetic mutation may also have driven our migration, as we continually explored beyond the safety
and comfort of our homes. A variation in the gene that
causes the brain to provide rewards for learning and
exploration is more often found in migratory societies.
An increase in the genetic variation has been identified
in those groups that traveled the greatest distance out
of Africa, and individuals who bear the mutation tend
to be stronger and better nourished than those who remain by the hearth.
What makes us uniquely human? Is it our large
brains, our skillful hands, our predisposition to travel,
our language ability, or all of these?
We have had big brains throughout human history,
and we’ve been making fire and tools for a very long
time. More than a million years ago, in the time of
Homo erectus, the basic hand ax was already standardized throughout Africa, Europe, and much of Asia.
Having the ability to first imagine what a finished ax
should look like, before it was knapped from a cobble
of stone, indicates the presence of abstract thought.

Evidence of symbolic language has been found
among artifacts in Germany, which were dated between 250,000 and 350,000 years ago. Among them
was an elephant tibia clearly marked with seven and
fourteen straight lines.
Humans were using tools, exploring, and expanding our horizons from the beginning; however, it was
language that propelled us so quickly to where we are
today. While the making of stone tools can be physically demonstrated, verbal language allows for the description of the fruit and wildlife that exists in a far
distant river valley, the phases of the moon, the passage
of the seasons, and the navigational constellations in
the sky.
From the moment we created verbal language
to better teach what we learned to others, especially
our children, we have been able to move beyond the
limitations of instinct, to acquire and improve upon
knowledge—and to teach the tool of learning itself and
the value of language and exploration to each new generation. Language enables us to more effectively cooperate with each other in achieving a more orderly and
productive society.
Verbal language also helped forge the strong social
bonds that have allowed human babies to slowly develop physically and mentally during the longest childhood of any species. Nurtured by all members of a tribe
or village, children were provided the opportunity to
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absorb the breadth of knowledge and experience available in their culture.
Happy and well-nourished children more easily develop the social skills, empathy, and impulse controls
necessary to become successful adults. An innate sense
of fairness and a willingness to help others is a strong
survival trait reinforced in childhood. Over time, altruism, at least on the local level, became intrinsic in all
human cultures.
We developed a deep-seated sense of morality
based on the need to share the hunt and the fruits of
gathering. We came to deplore repulsive behaviors and
evolved a basic system of justice. Nonconformists were
shunned, and serious offenders were banished from the
group—
group—which
was equivalent to a death sentence.
Humans learned the value of caring for the elderly
who, although they could no longer hunt or gather,
could teach their skills and share their wisdom and
experience with the children and young people of the
group.
Archaeologists have found evidence in ancient
burials of individuals who were able to live to an advanced age in spite of serious disabilities. Compassion
was developed for the sick and the lame, even though
they may have consumed more than they could contribute. Scientists have discovered that helping others
stimulates activity in the area of the brain involved in
rewards and pleasure.

Deeply felt emotions became a characteristic of humans. Other creatures also experience feelings—there
is pleasure in the act of procreation, birds mate for life,
and elephants and chimpanzees mourn the loss of family members. Humans, however, are the only species
that exhibit a full range of emotions.
We experience real joy. We laugh out loud, we
make music, we sing, and we dance. Humans embrace
romantic love. Our pulse races when we think about
the object of our affection. We write love stories, poetry, and songs. We become temporarily insane.
We suffer deep sorrow. We sob uncontrollably—
uncontrollably—we
become depressed, and we commit suicide. We mourn
the death of a loved one. For tens of thousands of years,
we have been placing flowers in and on the graves of
the deceased, and, like elephants, we return to the burials over and over.
We also have a conscience. We flush and feel a sense
of shame when our thoughts and deeds fail to meet the
cultural expectations of our society or the ethical standards we have established for ourselves.
Our nearest relatives on the evolutionary tree are
apes, chimpanzees, and bonobos—
bonobos—with whom we
share more than 95 percent of our genes. It is, however,
with the bonobos that we find more of the emotional
characteristics that make us human.
While apes and chimpanzees can act out violently
against each other and other species, the bonobos, who
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evolved in an geographic area free of competition with
the other two, are more apt to “make love, not war.”
Bonobo groups are dominated by females. They
frequently engage in promiscuous sex, easily make
friends, and they peacefully resolve disputes within the
group without violence.
Along with the apes, chimpanzees, and the bonobos, we are all descended from the same proto-ape
which lived in Africa. The aggression of apes and chimpanzees may have resulted from their forced competition; however, the peaceful bonobo behavior could
be more representative of our original shared ancestor.
Perhaps, the positive human characteristics we attribute to social conditioning have a genetic basis.
Much of the deception, hatred, and violence we
experience today may be an aberration or diseases, that
we have to overcome or cure if we are to fully mature
into our essentially peaceful and cooperative nature—
that which makes us human.
Just like finding cures for physical diseases, we
have to study both the pathology and physiology of
the mental and emotional processes that give rise to
deception, hatred, and violence. To do that we have to
achieve an understanding of the human brain and the
mind it produces.
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he name of our human species, Homo sapiens, results from us being a member of the primate family Hominidae, the only surviving member of the genus
Homo, and from the Latin word, sapiens, which means
wise or intelligent.
All animals on Earth are believed to have descended from a tiny half-billion-year-old creature similar to
a segmented tube worm. This first animal had a simple
digestive tract and a nervous system extending along
its length, consisting of groups of nerve cells linked together, with a larger bulb, or brain at one end. Most
basically, the nervous system compelled the animal to
seek and consume food, reproduce, and avoid danger.
The bulb of the ancient chain of nerve cells has
evolved into the large and complex human brain,
which sits on top of our spinal cords, through which
nerves reach out to every element of our bodies. The
brains of humans, along with all vertebrate and most
invertebrate animals, are divided into two halves that
are, essentially, mirror images of each other.
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We are the only species on Earth equipped with a
mind that incorporates our entire being, expanding beyond our brain to encompass the entire sensory perception of our body and all that surrounds it—so far as our
mind can reach. One mind compelled a body to write
these words, and another causes a body to read and
interpret the words. The gap between the two events is
essentially unlimited by time or distance.
Since strongly felt emotions can cause physiological responses within the chest, consciousness was once
associated with the heart; however, Hippocrates, the
ancient Greek physician, wrote that perceptions, emotions, knowledge, and wisdom come from the brain,
which exercises power over the body.
As a human embryo develops, its nerve cells organize themselves into billions of neurons, each of which
sprouts transmitters called axons and receptors named
dendrites. The axons and dendrites approach each other, without touching, at trillions of junctions, or gaps,
known as synapses. The seemingly random growth of
axons, as they migrate throughout an embryonic brain,
is a genetic ballet choreographed to bring them to a
precise place for each to effectively transmit and receive
signals to and from other neurons.
Most basically, a neuron transmits an electric signal
along the length of its axon until it reaches a synapse
between it and the dendrite of another neuron, whereupon a chemical is released which crosses the gap to

stimulate yet another electrical impulse. A reverse flow
sometimes occurs or, in some cases, a direct electrical
connection may be made. In either case, the transmission process is very rapid, or almost instantaneous—
think how quickly the hand recoils after touching a hot
stove.
Maintaining the brain’s extensive electrical system
requires an inordinate amount of energy, with the brain
consuming almost one-quarter of the body’s metabolic
output. The electrical power resulting from this consumption of energy generates a field that can be measured from outside the skull.
We share most of our genes with other animals,
especially other primates, and we have 99.99 percent of
our genes in common with all other humans. From the
moment of birth, however, these similarities diverge, as
our personal life experiences create a vastly different array of unique synapses within our brain. Known as the
“connectome,” the brain’s neural circuitry stores our
memories, creates our minds, and defines our being.
Except for most nerve cells, all other human cells
go through a birth and death cycle at different rates that
essentially gives us an entirely new body every decade.
The billions of nerve cells, however, particularly those
of the cerebral cortex, remain intact throughout life.
This phenomenon not only preserves our essential lifetime memories, but it is the reason the frightened child
and awkward adolescent—
—who lives on within each of
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us—influences our emotions and actions throughout
our lives. It is why the elderly can still revel in the exuberance of youth—mentally
mentally, if not physically.
At each stage of its evolution, the brain kept what
worked and added what was needed, piling ever-higher
mental processes on top of the ancient brain which
governed eating, reproduction, and fight or flight.
Primarily, it is the cerebral cortex that provides the
definition and means for the mind to come alive and
to talk to itself.
The human brain has grown to be three times larger than that of our nearest relative, the chimpanzee.
Magnetic resonance imaging reveals that the expansion
of human brains has resulted in a vast increase in the
association areas connecting sensory and motor functions. Much like the Internet, these areas develop as
organized chaos—
chaos—which provides the framework for
complex minds and individual personalities.
There may be as many as 100 billion neurons in
the brain, each communicating with 10,000 other neurons. These form 100 trillion connections, or switches,
all of which are either “on” or “off ” in the manner of
modern computers. In the aggregate, the synapses of
a single human brain can store a trillion gigabytes of
information and may provide more mathematical possibilities than there are atoms in the known universe.
The brain’s activity can be compared to a rushing
and surging river, with the brain structure being like

the river banks and sandbars carved into the earth’s
crust. Were the river to be dammed and the water suddenly released, it would mostly follow the same sinuous
path to the ocean, altering the surface along the way.
Our magnificent connectome provides the ability
to listen to music and to later replay it in our memory,
to learn to read and write music, to play instruments,
to sing and to join with others in an orchestra or chorus, and to dance. We can see the world unfold around
us as we pass by, and we can later visualize and describe what we experienced. We can cook, using a wide
variety of ingredients and spices, smell and taste the
differences in recipes, share our food with others and
later remember what we were talking about as we were
eating. Years later, our ability to recall allows us to once
again see, hear, and smell these events and to feel the
emotions they produced.
Thus far, the best efforts by scientists to accurately
duplicate brain function involve the connections of perhaps a dozen of the billions of nerve cell networks in a
single brain. An IBM supercomputer simulation of approximately 10 billion neurons ran 1,500 times slower
than the human brain and required several megawatts
of electrical power. Full speed would consume as much
electricity as that which powers both San Francisco and
New York City.
While scientists have been able to locate and map
some of the brain’s functions, much remains mysterious,
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including consciousness, memory, learning, intelligence,
conscience, emotions, dreams, language, communication, cooperation, creation, imitation, truth, deception,
violence, sanity, and the aura of mind.
Although the two sides of our brains are physically similar, they experience and influence our lives
very differently. Neither dominates, and the efforts of
each are essential in our ongoing struggle to survive in
a competitive and threatening environment.
During our early evolution, in the time before
language, the right hemisphere directed our existence.
Much like the other animals in the forest or on the
plain, we used our right brain to perceive the physical
environment around us in finding food and surviving
danger.
Our right brain is suspicious, and it intuitively
connects patterns from our sensory inputs to provide
a mental picture of our immediate surroundings. The
right is immersed in the “here and now,” including the
contentment, fear, and pain it experiences.
With the development of language, we achieved a
powerful tool to make sense of our world and to ease
our passage through it. The job of managing language
has been assigned to the left brain of all but a very small
minority of left-handed individuals.
If our right brain suspects, it is our left brain that
confirms or denies the suspicions, and tells us what it
decides. Do we trust or distrust what we are being told?

The left-sided detective figures things out by examining the details and deducing the truth, while the rightsided skeptic relies on nonverbal clues to intuitively
identify falsity.
The right brain may provide leaps of insight about
art, music, and mathematics, but it is the left brain
that patiently guides the paintbrush, writes the musical
notes, or proves the formulas. The left brain reads these
words, but it is the right that imagines the pictures they
create. Or, the left creates and uses language to describe
what the right side sees.
The right brain films our existence, but the left
brain edits and organizes the sequences into a comprehensible video that provides us with a continuum of
time. It compares the past with the present and predicts
the future.
The left side generates our self-image, telling us if
we are looking good or acting stupid. The left is the
judge, juror, and executioner of our conscience. It is
the voice we hear in our head every hour of every day,
except when we sleep.
We experience the dream world in the right side,
as the left silently watches. Dreams help to move our
short-term memories into long-term storage and to rehearse strategies to confront the challenges of the coming day.
The left interprets our dreams and can actively
direct them when we intentionally engage in “lucid
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dreaming,” which permits us to take our problems to
bed and awaken with solutions.
Except for vision, our senses are hardwired to the
opposite sides of our bodies. The fingers on the right
side of the keyboard are controlled by the left brain,
and the sound waves of music entering the left ear are
directed to the right side of the brain. Vision is a little
more complicated in that the left side of the visual perception of both eyes is directed to the right half of the
brain, and vice versa, the right side of our binocular vision is conducted to the left half of our brain.
The tie that binds the two halves together and
which transmits the sensory perceptions from one
to the other is a flattened half-donut-shaped sheaf of
200 million nerve fibers known as the corpus callosum.
Acting as a switchboard to connect areas with similar
functions and the mirror-image points of each side of
the cortex, the corpus callosum processes billions of
bits of information each second.
Thus integrated, our brain is the seat of our consciousness, our self-awareness, and our relationship to
the world we inhabit. Humans are not, however, the
only animal capable of feelings and perception.
Those of us who live with domesticated animals,
such as dogs and cats, have no need of scientific experiments to conclude that they are not only conscious, but
that they are quite adept at manipulating their environments, including their owners. Dogs can be observed

to demonstrate shame, joy, exuberance, courage, and
loyalty and to engage in active dreaming. To live with
a domestic cat is to experience being the subject of a
ruling monarch.
Self-awareness by animals has been demonstrated
by the “mirror test,” which involves placing a colored
dot on their foreheads and seeing whether the animals
attempt to touch or remove the dot when observing
themselves in a mirror. Our dog and cat friends fail
the test; however, the great apes, elephants, dolphins,
and orcas demonstrate self-perception. Even European
Magpies and trained pigeons have been reported to
identify themselves in the mirror. Human children first
exhibit the ability when they are about 18 months old.
Once we are aware of our consciousness, we can
also identify subconscious processes, including instinct, which are not a part of our active mental focus,
but which play a valuable role in our existence.
Our ability to engage in multi-task
task thinking is
demonstrated as we carry on a conversation with
someone we encounter, while we try to remember their
name and where we know them from, try to figure out
what they are really saying, and wonder why they are
wearing such a ridiculous outfit. The same thing occurs when we communicate in a foreign language and
simultaneously translate meaning and context.
Encompassing consciousness and self-awareness is
the concept of mind, which extends as a virtual aura
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beyond our physical body as far as it is experienced,
perceived, or has influence. Here, the mystery of existence extends to the nature of the mind, and we begin
to wade into the depths of the unfathomable—as there
is even less known about our minds than there is about
the brains that produce them.
With the development of our minds, we humans
evolved into something different from our animal ancestors and living cousins. We are not just wise and
intelligent apes; we are an entirely different being that
uses our minds to adapt the earthly environment to our
needs, as we explore the limits of our planet and create
marvelous things along the way.
We have become our minds, as we think about the
process of thinking, and we evaluate the consequences
of our thinking and emotions. We not only have the
ability to learn, but we have the capacity to think about
how to learn and to teach ourselves how to think and
behave better. The product of all of this is our evolved
facility to imagine something in our minds, to create it
with our hands, or to direct its completion by others.
For good, bad, or indifferent, we imagine something in
our minds and we act upon it.
One does not have to be a scientist, engineer, artist, or
author to understand and appreciate the magnificence of
our creations. Raise your eyes from these written words to
the book or computer screen that contain them. Examine
the paper and binding of the book, or the monitor and

computer that produces the words, and contemplate the
creative processes that went into their invention and production. Look around the room in which you sit at the
objects that surround you, gaze out the window into your
neighborhood and at other buildings, the passing automobiles, and the airplanes that fly overhead. Take a moment
to appreciate the magnificent culture we live it. Click on
Google Earth, take a virtual trip around the world, zoom
in on the Great Wall of China, the Pyramids, and modern
cities, or search the Internet for beautiful satellite photographs of our universe.
Who are we? We are creators!
From the moment we used our imagination to
shape hand axes to more effectively obtain and process
food, the foundation was laid for the creative culture
in which we now live. Everything along the way, from
art, music, and books, to computers, has been an extension of that process—as we individually invent and
create useful and interesting things, and we collectively
imitate the works of others. As Einstein believed, “The
secret to creativity is imitation.”
Our brains are the coordinators of our bodies, which
have become vehicles for our minds. While we can still
look in a mirror and see a male or female, young or old,
beautiful or ugly body, what makes us who we really are
is the molding of our minds by nurturing, emotions,
family, community, education, culture, religion, philosophy, and politics.
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We are our minds, and what we know and use is no
longer contained within our individual brains. The fingers that operate the keyboard also have instant access
to computerized dictionaries, thesauri, encyclopedias,
and (thankfully) spell check. References include more
than the hundreds of books collected on the surrounding shelves—our knowledge base also incorporates the
public libraries and the millions of documents and
images that can be instantly accessed on the Internet.
Much of the collection of human history, discovery,
and creation is now only a keystroke away.
To cope with the enormous amount of information
required to survive and thrive in our modern human
society, we are born with large brains, experience long
childhoods, and receive structured educations. Yet,
even with all this, no one human can wrap her or his
mind around all that is known. We not only depend
on and make use of external information—our minds
have become an integral part of the larger whole.
While we each remain uniquely individual, our
minds are merged with those of all others with whom
we coexist in a collective consciousness. Thus united,
we will solve the problems that confront us and jointly
experience our destiny. The survival of our species depends on this collaboration and our ability to achieve
and sustain it.
Language, particularly the written word, is the
foundation upon which our worldwide civilization is

constructed. Universal access to its store of knowledge
is required if we are to effectively use it to imagine and
create the means to break free of the bonds of Earth,
and to share our lives and creations with like-minded
relatives throughout the cosmos.
Even with all we have individually learned and
collectively know, the truth remains elusive. There are
differences of opinion about everything written here,
and corporate, economic, social, and political pressures
cause our information to be intentionally manipulated
and distorted in ways that pervert the truth.
Just because a majority of us believe something is
true, does not mean it is beyond dispute. There are
no absolute truths in science and mathematics, as all
propositions exist only until such time as they can be
effectively disproven.
The search for truth has continued throughout
human existence, and things which could not be easily explained or understood often became a matter of
superstition or religion. For many, the only truths are
those revealed by their religion, and others, hearing a
voice in their head, believe they are receiving direct
communications from God.
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eligion has been a fellow traveler from the beginning of human consciousness, and it continues to
provide comfort to people who fear that which is beyond their knowledge and experience to understand.
Having faith or a belief in something that cannot be
proven or disproven must fulfill basic human needs,
otherwise religion would not exist.
Early in our human development, religion evolved
to help us cope with the struggle to survive and to explain the mysteries of procreation, birth, life, and death.
We think, imagine, and dream from the moment
we are born, and it is difficult to conceive of a dark,
empty, and silent lack of existence once we die. It is
easier to believe we will go on thinking and experiencing emotions and perceptions in a happier place.
As caring and empathetic individuals, we don’t
want to surrender our relationship with someone we
love. Permanent separation is painful, and we want to
maintain the spiritual presence of loved ones who have
passed on. They continue to exist in our minds. We can
smell them, and we can hear their words. We can touch
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their tears, and we thrill to the sound of their laughter.
We sense their lingering presence, and we need to believe they are still with us. We cannot accept they cease
to exist. Even if there is no afterlife, a belief in its existence provides comfort to those who mourn, and for
those who fear death.
The stress of life drives us to believe in something
greater or more powerful than our own selves. Religion
comforts us and makes us feel better. Its practice produces rewards in the chemistry of our brains. We are
happier and less depressed.
Religion provides guidelines to encourage and enforce morality, which is beneficial to society. Having a
common belief system allows for group cohesion and,
collectively, the family or tribe is more successful.
Before we learned the facts revealed by science, we
relied on religion to explain the apparent movement of
the moon, sun, and planets. Matters such as migration,
hunting, and planting came to depend on our ability to
make predictions about the seasons. What did it matter
if everyone believed that God reversed the transit of the
sun when it got too cold in the winter and provided the
rejuvenation of spring? The important thing was that
seeds were planted at the right time—if
if there was to be
the miracle of harvest in the autumn.
Early religion was associated with healing and—
with the discovery of mind-altering
altering and medicinal
plants and alcohol—shamans and healers provided

physical, mental, and emotional support and escape
from the drudgery of earning a living.
Throughout history, spiritual worship has provided
much of the art, music, song, and dance that has served
the social needs of groups. Religion has allowed artists,
musicians, and architects to express their talents and
exhibit their creations.
For tens of thousands of years, we worshipped life
itself, and the images we dig out of our earliest settlements are those of healthy, pregnant women. We peacefully coexisted with nature, and our Mother Goddess
presided over a nurturing society based on the feminine attributes of empathy and collaboration. What is
not found is evidence of organized destruction, burning, or war.
Well into the more complex agricultural societies of the Neolithic Period in the Sixth and Seventh
Millenniums BCE, there is widespread evidence of the
worship of Mother Goddess. In western Turkey, archaeologists have found numerous shrines and cult rooms
in which female goddesses are prominently displayed,
including one sitting on a throne flanked by two lions.
Women may have tamed the wild animals, but men
were soon to take the credit.
Perhaps it was the discovery of bronze and the
ability to make deadly weapons which facilitated the
revolution in which the husband and sons of Mother
Goddess seized control of her nurturing society and
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turned it into the horror of violence and perpetual
war—one that has continued until the present.
The first warrior nations of the Middle East depicted their masculine gods sitting on the throne as
though they had tamed the lions. There were multiple
gods, and they fought continually among themselves
for power and dominance.
Today, Jews, Christians, and Muslims believe in
the masculine and judgmental God found in the Old
Testament of the Holy Bible (Revised Standard Version).
The Canaanite God was known as El, and Exodus
(6:3) has God explaining that He revealed Himself to
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as El, instead of Yahweh. In
the Hebrew language, the word, Elohim is an alternative name for God, and it has both singular and plural
meanings.
Deuteronomy (32:8) reveals that just before his
death, Moses spoke about the plurality of gods: “He
fixed the bounds of the peoples according to the number of the sons of God.” While Yahweh became the
God of the Hebrews, He was but one of the sons of El.
El’s wife was named Asherah, and some Iron Age
inscriptions also identify her as the wife of Yahweh.
Women continued to worship Asherah until the reforms of King Josiah in the Seventh Century BCE.
Josiah presided over a rewriting of the Bible to weave
a continuous story about the people of Israel, and he
established Yahweh as their one and only God.

Josiah celebrated a renewal of the covenant with
God, and he ordered the destruction of all altars dedicated to El and Asherah, including those built by
King Solomon. Archeological excavations in Jerusalem
have uncovered hundreds of figurines of the Mother
Goddess destroyed by Josiah.
Everything associated with the worship of Mother
Goddess was eliminated. Ordinary women—concerned
with matters such as menstruation, conception, pregnancy, childbirth, and the nurturing of children—no
longer had a place to go for compassion and comfort.
Although contemporary Judaism considers the
Hebrew God to have both male and female aspects,
the primary role of Jewish women, particularly among
the Orthodox, is to be wives and mothers, and they are
discouraged from religious pursuits.
The original Christianity founded upon the historical teachings of Jesus was revolutionary in that women
played a leadership role in the Christian Church for
hundreds of years. The Gnostic Gospels honor the Divine
Mother as Wisdom, or Sophia, and have Jesus speaking of “my Mother, the Holy Spirit.” These Gospels also
reveal that Jesus’ “companion,” Mary Magdalene—
whom he loved most of all—had the greatest understanding of his teachings. Mary was the most honored
of Jesus’ disciples; however, the Catholic Church slandered her for centuries as a prostitute until 1969 when
Pope Paul VI cleared her name and reputation.
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The Pharisee Saul, who persecuted the first
Christians, converted and became Paul. He began to
create a theology at odds with that of James the Just,
the biological brother of Jesus. Historically, James
served as the leader of the original church of Jesus—
known as The Way or The Poor
Poor—for 26 years until his
own murder by stoning in 62 CE. His beliefs are found
in The Book of James (2:17), where he taught that “faith
by itself, if it has no works, is dead.”
Paul not only revised Christian theology to allow
justification by “faith apart from works of the law,”
(Romans
Romans 3:28) but he also reversed Jesus’ position on
the role of women. In his First Letter to Timothy, Paul
instructed: “Let a woman learn in quietness with all
submissiveness. I permit no woman to teach or to have
authority over men; she is to keep silent.” (2:11-12)
Religions, and the male-dominated bureaucracies that have evolved to govern them, have continued to serve the warrior societies in the subjugation
of women.
While the Catholic Church has come to venerate the
Virgin Mary as the Mother of God over the past 1,700
years, it has effectively eliminated the participation of
women as priests and bishops. Moreover, by prohibiting
both birth control and abortion, the Church has denied
the freedom of choice to women as to whether or not
they are able to bear the burden of pregnancy, childbirth,
and the nurturing of children. Women continue to have

the greatest responsibility for the raising of children in
every society and culture.
The role of women in Islam—the second largest
world religion—has been equally repressive. It is the
right of Muslim men to command women (except to
defy Allah), and it is the duty of women to obey. The
main purpose of marriage in Islam is for women to
bear children, and most forms of birth control are forbidden to them.
The third largest religion is Hinduism. With a billion followers, primarily in India, it is the oldest living religious tradition. Hinduism commenced with the
collection of ancient sayings in the Rig Veda and ultimately organized the sacred Hindu scripture known as
the Bhagavad Gītā.
Hinduism is complex, inclusive of a number of
differing traditions worshipping a variety of deities,
all based on the ancient Vedic religion. Most Hindus
believe in repeated reincarnations, until freedom is
achieved through salvation based on one’s practices
and “karma.” The role of Hindu women is dependent
on the tradition they follow, with some more restrictive than others. All traditions, however, recognize that
God has both female and male aspects, and there are
both male and female deities.
Buddhism is the fastest growing religion, with
slightly fewer than one billion adherents practicing the
teachings of the Buddha, who lived in India around
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485 BCE. Encouraged to engage in ethical conduct,
Buddhists believe that beings experience a succession
of lifetimes and various life forms, as they either perform good or bad actions that spring from mental intent constituting one’s karma. The ultimate goal is to
achieve enlightenment and to be reborn into the pure
abodes of the higher heavens. The Buddha recognized
that women are capable of realizing the truth as much
as men, and there is a general equality between the sexes in the religion.
Confucianism, the widespread system of ethics and
conduct based on the teachings of Confucius (551479 BCE), was particularly obnoxious to the place of
women in society. Women were required to obey their
fathers, husbands, and even their sons. A recent revival
of Confucianism by the Chinese communist leadership, emphasizes its respect for authority and downplays sexual discrimination.
Religious fundamentalism, a growing and disturbing world-wide trend, aggressively proselytizes, institutionalizes intolerance of other faiths, and often incites
violence in the suppression of contrary views. Militant
Christianity in the United States, jihadist Islam in the
Middle East, expansionist Judaism in Israel-Palestine,
Hindu assassins of secular intellectuals in India, and
even radical Buddhism in Myanmar, ignore the peaceful and progressive tenets of each religion in favor
of repressive ideologies of hatred, intolerance, and

narrow-mindedness toward others. Joining the fundamentalist movement, some atheists have developed a
rigid and dogmatic lack of respect and intolerance of
all religions.
Today, more than half of all people, practicing as
many as 20 different major religions, believe in God.
The numbers, however, are rapidly declining, particularly among young people. Even among people of faith,
many “don’t know what happens” after death, and more
than one-quarter do not believe in a heaven or hell.
A loss of faith in established religions has contributed to the rise of humanism as an ethical and philosophical alternative to traditional doctrines. Humanists
believe in a quest for knowledge, the preservation of
human rights, and compassion for others.
Many of the wars that have been fought since the
evolution of warrior societies can be attributed to religious differences, greed, or power. Indeed, history is
normally taught as a chronicle of cultures, their religions, their governments, and their wars. Given, however, the population, economic, environmental, and
militarization crises facing humanity today, it seems
more instructive and beneficial to consider what we,
collectively, are doing right, rather than what we are
doing wrong.
It appears to be true that we need to believe in
something—perhaps, we should have faith in ourselves, our accomplishments, and our own creations.
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umans are quite simply the most marvelous species that has ever evolved on the earth. We have
adapted Earth’s environment to our needs, and we have
multiplied to fill every habitable niche of its surface.
We have created a magnificent and cooperative
worldwide culture based on our ability to work together in solving complicated problems. As a group,
we are more intelligent than the smartest individual
among us, and our collective common sense is the
foundation of human wisdom.
We usually communicate the truth and demonstrate respect and civility in our interactions. Were you
to travel to every country, every city, and every village
and enter every home, every apartment, and every hut
where humans live, you would find parents who love
and care for their children and who wish for them a
better and safer existence. Everywhere, people are helping others in need and communicating their discoveries and inventions in making life easier for all.
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The essence of humanity is that we mostly tell each
other the truth, and the truth we tell is that we care for
one another.
Coming to fruition in just the last century, human inventiveness has lifted the heavy burden of labor
from the backs of women and workers in most countries. A vast expansion of knowledge has accompanied
the laborsaving machines and has resulted in an everincreasing rise in human intelligence.
Physiologically, the larger knowledge base requires
our brains to work harder, and the exercise actually increases our brain function. We are smarter than we were
a century ago, but there is so very much to learn—
learn—we
struggle to absorb it, yet our children simply take it for
granted.
It is fortunate the new generations are more intelligent and knowledgeable than the older folks, for the
tasks they will face are formidable. The four horsemen
of the modern Apocalypse are not Conquest, War,
Famine, and Death; they are Population, Economy,
Environment, and Militarization.
The first of these, the population explosion, is the
easiest to solve. Simply give women equal opportunity
and guilt-free control over their own bodies. Provided
with knowledge, economic freedom, and access to safe
and effective methods of birth control, women will
only bear the number of children they can afford to
safely raise. The world birth rate will drop dramatically.

Economically, we have engaged in the exchange
of materials, goods, and services throughout our existence. Archaeological evidence of trade has been identified at very early sites in which items such as red ochre,
obsidian, perforated sea shells, and semiprecious stones
are found far from their place of origin.
A person skilled in making tools from flint could
trade the product of his efforts for meat and vegetables
obtained through the use of his tools by others, and
tribes could exchange materials that are abundant near
their villages for scarce commodities from other areas.
Language—first verbal, then written—facilitated economic trade.
Written communication using incised counting
tokens was developed 11,000 years ago to allow a purchaser in one area to know just how many oxen, goats,
or measures of grain were entrusted to an agent by a
distant merchant. Subsequently, written symbols were
directly impressed into small sheets of wet clay allowing the creation of dried tablets which could convey
and document commercial transactions, government
functions, and cultural stories.
Different forms of written communication evolved
around the world, and with the invention of the printing press, readily translatable books allowed for the
rapid diffusion of knowledge into every language.
In just the last few decades, computers and smartphones remotely connected to the Internet by Wi-Fi or
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transmitted by fiber-optic cables and satellites allow for
the instantaneous transmission of both personal and
economic data around the world. We can now travel to
any place on Earth within a day or so, cellular phone
service is available in most settled areas, and global
positioning satellites allow us to know exactly where
we are.
None of this would have been possible without
the creation of large commercial enterprises capable
of organizing finance, research, materials, and labor to
construct the machines and infrastructure required to
make it all happen.
Corporate organization may be necessary to build
great things, but corporations have to be carefully controlled and regulated, otherwise they will take over.
Corporations are like robots. They have extraordinary
potential power—and
and a lack of conscience—and since
their goal is to earn the greatest return on their investment of capital, they are dangerous to the environment
and to the freedom of individuals.
The global power of corporations has grown exponentially as they have come to command natural
resources, manufacturing, and finance. Wealth is not
only concentrated in the advanced nations at the expense of developing countries, but it is becoming increasing hoarded in the vaults of a wealthy elite at the
expense of workers and small business owners, resulting in the destruction of the middle class. At the same

time, corporate exploitation and predation are destroying our environment.
There must be an equality between labor and capital; however, neither corporations, nor labor unions
can be allowed to run the government that necessarily
regulates them. We can no more allow corporations and
labor unions to possess the rights guaranteed to individuals than we can entrust the prison keys to the convicts.
A system of sensible regulation and fair taxation
must be based on reason rather than greed, and it must
result in an economic structure that provides rewards
for most people and which discourages inequality of
opportunity. We must trust the inherent goodness and
common sense of ordinary people and provide them
with the knowledge and means to exercise their individual freedoms—and to more directly formulate the
policies of their governments.
We have seen that the earth naturally experiences
broad swings in its climate and that more often than
not, it can be an inhospitable place for human existence. The development of our civilization has been
encouraged by unusually pleasant weather during the
last 10,000 years.
The natural environmental order is being disrupted
by human (and corporate) activity—
activity—which is, at least,
exacerbating the problem. The drive for profits and
immediate gratification is delaying and obstructing efforts to survive in the future during extreme climatic
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conditions. Corporate exploitation and aggressive marketing of rapidly diminishing fossil fuels not only suppresses efforts to secure alternative energy, such as space
solar power, but it also pollutes fresh water supplies by
hydraulic fracking, mining dirty coal, and exploiting
filthy tar sands.
There is incontrovertible evidence that carbon dioxide concentrations and global temperatures are higher today than they have been in thousands of years, and
that they are likely to continue rising until they meet
and exceed levels that haven’t been experienced since
before the last ice age.
Unrestrained population expansion and unregulated corporate schemes are accelerating global warming,
and the window of opportunity for the survival of our
species is rapidly closing.
Creating a system of alternative energy and ensuring the fresh air, clean water, and nutrition necessary
for human survival will not be cheap or easy. In fact,
it will be difficult and expensive. Humans have the inventiveness to come up with solutions and the ability
and experience to organize and apply the fix, but where
will the money come from to pay for it?
Quite simply, we have to end the senseless wars that
have continued uninterrupted for hundreds and thousands of years. In just the last century, the unchecked
power of militarism has diverted massive and incalculable financial resources to the wasteful purchase of the

destructive machines of war resulting in the deaths of
more than 100 million people.
The existing military expenditures by nations—
worldwide—are more than sufficient to underwrite
the availability of nutrition, education, and health care
for every child on Earth and to organize the resulting
human capital into productive endeavors essential to
human survival.
There is no alternative. The worldwide warrior society not only consumes natural and financial resources, but it is also eating at the very soul of humanity.
Instinctively, we are not killers; however, by encouraging and training our young people to murder one
another—virtually through computer games, personally with firearms and remotely by satellites, drones,
and rockets—we are destroying everything that has
brought us to this point. At long last, after millions of
years of struggle and wandering, we are on the verge of
achieving the ability to fly from our nest!
If we continue to glorify violence and the military,
the only consequence will be the total elimination of
our personal freedoms and another world war. There
will be no victor.
Which brings us to the ultimate questions. What
are we? Are we destroyers, or are we creators? Which do
we want to be?
Will we continue our exploration beyond Earth
and throughout the cosmos, or will we self-destruct?
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alf of all adults and three-quarters of young people believe it is likely there is intelligent life on
other planets, and more than one-third of all adults believe Earth has been visited by extraterrestrials. These
beliefs are deep-seated and have endured throughout
human history.
Genesis (6:4) reveals that once upon a time “the
sons of God came in to the daughters of men, and they
bore children to them.” The offspring of the sons of
God became known as the Nephilim.
In the Book of Jubilees (5-1) we are told:
“And when the children of men began to multiply on the surface of the earth and daughters
were born to them, . . . the angels of the L
saw . . . they were good to look at. And they took
wives for themselves from all of those whom
they chose. And they bore children for them;
and they were the giants.”
For in his days, the angels of the L descended upon Earth—those who are named
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The Watchers—that they should instruct the
children of men, that they should do judgment
and uprightness upon Earth.”
According to the Jewish Talmud, “God flies through
18,000 worlds,” and the Zohar speaks of seven earths
inhabited by intelligent creatures.
The official astronomer of the Catholic Church—
that once convicted Galileo of heresy for saying the
earth was not the center of the universe—has acknowledged there could be intelligent life in outer space.
The Noble Qur’an frequently mentions the possibility of extraterrestrial life, such as “He is the L
of all the Worlds” (1:2), and “among His signs is the
creation of the heavens and the earth, and the living
creatures that He has scattered through them.” (42:29)
Since the first modern incident in 1947, there
have been thousands of reported sightings of flying
saucers and other unidentified flying objects (UFOs),
and hundreds of photographs and videos have been
obtained. The United States government investigated
many of these reports; however, efforts were primarily
devoted to debunking, rather than verifying contact.
Even so, almost one-quarter of the reports could not
be explained.
In November 2011, the White House stated, “The
U.S. government has no evidence that any life exists outside our planet, or that an extraterrestrial presence has

contacted or engaged any member of the human race.”
The statement went on to say, however, that the “odds
are pretty high” that there may be life on other planets,
but “the odds of us making contact with any of them—
especially any intelligent ones—are extremely small,
given the distances involved.”
Astronomers have instituted a search for planets
outside our solar system that might support life, resulting in the launch of the Kepler Space Telescope in
2009. An analysis of data from the telescope reveals
that Earth-like planets may exist around one in five
Sun-like stars in the Milky Way galaxy. If true, there
may be as many as 25 billion habitable planets just in
our galactic neighborhood. Nearly 2,000 individual
exoplanets have been identified, a number of which
are Earth-like and orbiting in the “habitable zone”
where liquid water could pool on their surfaces.
We cannot be alone in the universe. Eternity is far
too long, and the universe is much too vast for the small
planet we live upon to be the only place where intelligent beings have evolved. In terms of probabilities, it
is highly improbable that life only exists on Earth. Our
failure to identify extraterrestrial life is a measure of our
limitations rather than the likelihood of its existence.
Only a few centuries have passed since we believed
Earth was the center of the universe, and a hundred
years ago most astronomers thought the Milky Way
galaxy constituted the entire universe. Now, we are on
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the threshold of accepting that even our perceivable
universe is but a tiny part of something larger, and that
eternity is but a moment in a timeless infinity.
To the extent we think, our intellect compels us
to seriously consider these propositions: Earth is not
the only planet in the universe capable of sustaining
life; the spark of life is a natural product of chemical processes; life has flared up at locations other than
Earth; and intelligence is the ultimate expression of
sustained life.
As to the nature and origin of life, the only thing we
know for certain is that we are a part of life as it presently exists on Earth. We are less sure of when, where
and how that life began; however, science is zeroing in
on the answers.
Scientists have found proof of early life in rocks
that can be reliably dated to 3.8 billion years ago. Life
may have come into being as early as four billion years
ago—if it originated in deep ocean hydrothermal vents
instead of on the surface.
We are now fairly sure organic molecules occur
naturally in interstellar dust clouds and likely existed
in the sun’s protoplanetary disk, even before Earth and
the other planets were formed. There is also a good
chance organic molecules hitchhiked to Earth on asteroids and comets.
Solid evidence continues to accumulate about
how organic chemicals evolved into self-replicating

molecules and protocells, and ultimately into RNAand DNA-based life. Amino acids necessary for metabolism and the building of proteins may have been
created by natural energy sources, such as lightning,
ultraviolet irradiation, or the heat of meteor impacts.
One exciting discovery resulted from the laboratory
recreation of the ocean’s iron-rich catalytic environment as it was four billion years ago. Researchers have
documented spontaneous chemical reactions much
like those observed in living organisms.
While there is little doubt that chemistry-to-life
evolution has taken place on Earth, we cannot yet
conclusively prove life has arisen at other locations.
Nonetheless, there is increasing circumstantial evidence it has.
The possibility of extraterrestrial life is supported
by the discovery of bizarre life forms on Earth at extraordinarily harsh places, such as deep in basaltic rock
totally cutoff from photosynthesis, or in boiling sulfuric hot springs. Giant mouthless tube worms and blind
shrimp absorb chemical nutrients at deep ocean vents,
and microbes thrive in the slime and darkness of deep
caves. These findings suggest life is possible on planets
with different environments than Earth.
Our neighboring planet Mars offers a strong case
for having its own home-grown life forms. When telescopes were first focused on Mars, some observers believed they could see a network of canals constructed by
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intelligent beings. While this theory has been disproven, what has been established is that Mars undoubtedly
had an abundance of flowing water in the ancient past.
In 2004, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) landed two self-propelled rovers on opposite sides of the Mars surface to conduct scientific surveys. One of the rovers, Opportunity, found
evidence of the mineral hematite, which is normally
formed in water. Spirit uncovered rocks rich in chemicals formed when Mars was warmer and wetter than
it is today. Among these chemicals was silica, which is
created in hot springs or hot steam vents.
Silica, scientifically known as silicon dioxide and
commonly called sand, is a compound of the element
silicon. As the most abundant mineral on the Earth’s
surface, silica is found throughout the human body,
particularly in the skin, tendons, ligaments, bones, and
teeth.
A more sophisticated robotic rover, Curiosity,
landed in 2012 to expand the search for evidence of
microbial life on Mars. Curiosity has identified an ancient lakebed, which may have provided a home for
microbes. More specifically, Curiosity has measured
spikes in the organic (carbon and hydrogen) methane
in the atmosphere and detected different organic molecules in the surface rocks it has drilled into.
In September 2015, NASA was able to confirm
that water continues to flow on the surface of Mars. An

imaging spectrometer on an orbiting spacecraft documented downhill flows of water—which varied with
the seasons.
Opportunity and Curiosity continue to patrol the
surface of Mars looking for evidence of life, and there
are plans for another spacecraft to visit the planet in
the future to collect rocks and return them to Earth for
more detailed examination.
It is not necessary to wait, however, as rocks from
Mars have already arrived on Earth. When a planet is
struck by an asteroid of sufficient size and speed, it can
cause material from the surface to splash out into space
and escape from the planet. That orphan material can
then be gravitationally captured by another planet and
fall to its surface as a meteorite. Scientific examination
of these rocks may provide evidence of life on the first
planet.
One such 1.3-billion-year-old Mars meteorite was
discovered in Egypt in 1911. When examined in 2006,
the meteorite was found to contain a series of microscopic tunnels similar to those caused by terrestrial bacteria. These findings were confirmed by examination
of another Mars meteorite of the same age found in
Antarctica in 2000. Expelled from Mars during the last
10,000 years, the Antarctica meteorite was confirmed
to be similar to the Egyptian meteorite in containing
fossilized evidence of bacteriological activity. Scientists
cannot presently rule out the possibility the tunnels
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were formed by nonliving processes, and the jury is
still out.
Even if we assume there are other planets capable
of sustaining life and that life has in fact arisen on
those planets, we are still left to wonder if such life
has achieved intelligence. Although there have been
numerous sightings of UFOs, we have yet to see an
extraterrestrial interviewed on the evening news. How
confident can we be that intelligence is the natural consequence of life?
We will undoubtedly debate the issue until extraterrestrial life forms choose to communicate with us;
in the meantime, we can use our own intelligence to
arrive at some logical probabilities. Homo sapiens was
not the first human species to make and use stone tools
and to create art and symbolic language, and we are not
the only species presently on Earth that has achieved
self awareness. Others such as our closest cousins, the
chimpanzees, recognize themselves in a mirror and can
demonstrate the intelligence of human toddlers.
If we continue along our self destructive path and
succeed in killing ourselves off, is there any real question that someday—millions of years in the future—the
chimpanzees or some other life form will achieve a level
of intelligence equal to or in advance of our own? If that
could occur here on Earth, it has surely taken place at
other times and locations in the universe where life has
become established.

Assuming long-term survival, what is the ultimate
manifestation of intelligence, as it evolves over time?
Does it become more militaristic and warlike, conquering and destroying all it encounters? Or, does it become more cooperative and peaceful? Which attribute
contributes the most to sustaining life and longevity?
Which is the most productive, creation or destruction?
Most likely, the successive evolutionary stages of
chemistry, life, intelligence, and tranquility are as constant throughout the universe as the periodic table of
chemical elements. If this is true, is it not also true that
the highest stage, intelligence or mind, has the duty to
serve as a guardian for all life, at every stage of development and wherever it may be found?
Simple logic tells us there is intelligent life beyond
Earth and, if so, that any being sufficiently advanced
to visit Earth is able to do so only because its energies
are directed toward peaceful exploration, rather than
conquest.
Imagine the excitement when a new life-sustaining
planet is discovered, with the opportunity to witness
the birth and development of another intelligent species and to watch, enjoy, and appreciate its creations.
Throughout an unlimited universe and during
all of eternity, everything we create here on Earth is
unique. While sciences such as chemistry, mathematics, and physics may be immutable, our art, music, and
architecture have never been created before. Especially,
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the solutions and strategies we invent to solve our economic, environmental, political, and social problems
here may be studied and used elsewhere.
From what we know today with certainty and what
we can surmise with confidence, it is safe to believe
we have been watched over for millions of years, as we
slowly pecked through our shell, and we will be lovingly looked after until we learn to fly from our nest.
As there is but peace throughout the universe,
we will be grounded here until such time as we, ourselves, overcome and cure the diseases of deception,
hatred, and violence which infect us, individually and
collectively.
We are not quarantined. It is just that we will never
achieve the ability to acquire sufficient knowledge, wisdom, and power to travel to any significant place in
the universe, into adjacent dimensions, or forward and
backward in time, until every child on Earth, irrespective of race, religion, culture, or social condition, has
equal access to nutrition, health care, and education.
That which is presently unknown is far too vast
for it to be discovered by the sheltered and unassisted
progeny of the intellectual, political, and financial elite.
It will take the combined effort of all of our children to
comprehend and penetrate the multi-dimensional veil
that shrouds life beyond Earth.
If we fail to grow up and we are stillborn in our
own waste, millions of years may again pass, as the

ruins of our self-destruction are scoured by the winds
and rains of time, until another intelligent being looks
up, notes the phases of the moon, marks the solstices
of the sun, sights the planets moving among the stars,
and learns to fly.
For surely, the rare blue water planets of warm yellow stars, nursed by large silver moons in the outer
arms of elegant spiral galaxies, are too precious to be
wasted. These are the nests where the eggs of creation
are found, where all that is beautiful is born, where we
nervously stand with our fledgling wings spread wide,
and where the Children of Mindkind are brought forth.
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rom what we have learned thus far, we have the
inherent ability to evolve in order to meet new
challenges. The only question is whether we have the
collective strength of character and flexibility of mind
to endure. If we believe strongly enough in ourselves,
and if we are prepared to think for ourselves, we will do
what is required to allow our children to survive and
thrive in the new millennium.
Let us imagine we can visit the not-so-distant future and observe what our progeny have been able to
accomplish—once they have cured themselves of the
diseases of deception, hatred, and violence and have
ensured all children have equal access to nutrition,
health care, and education.
Our governments have come to care for and nurture the people who elect them, knowledge is widespread, women participate equally, and the individual
rights of everyone are protected and defended, irrespective of race or status.
Rather than having to choose among politicians
and the platforms they propose, the people more
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directly make their own policies through referenda,
and they choose representatives they believe will best
implement their policies.
Paid election holidays honor the voters, as they
celebrate the most sacred sacrament of their political
religion. Informed voters demonstrate their power over
their governments, as they thoughtfully answer the
policy questions on their paper ballots and carefully
write in the names of the candidates they choose.
Corporations, labor unions, and other fictitious
legal entities no longer enjoy the constitutional rights
of individuals. They are carefully regulated and reasonably taxed to ensure they fairly share the burden of
their existence, and they are not allowed to become so
powerful as to threaten the rights and safety of individuals or the sanctity of self-government.
National governments are entirely supported by a
slight toll tax on every financial transaction, including
currency speculation, interbank loans, trade in stocks
and bonds, and the payment for all goods and services
throughout the economy.
The substantial tax revenues raised by the fair and
simple toll tax provide complete funding for education at the local and state level through college. Tuition
is free for all students through community college,
through a bachelor’s degree for young people who contribute a year of valuable public service upon attaining

adulthood, and through a master’s degree for those
who contribute two years.
Proceeds of the toll tax are also adequate to completely pay for national health, dental, optical, and
mental health care for everyone, irrespective of wealth
or income. Medical clinics have been established in all
educational facilities serving their students and residents of the immediate neighborhoods, and on-site
health care is provided in all businesses—once they
employ a sufficient number of workers.
The cost of providing health care and worker’s compensation insurance has been lifted from all employers,
resulting in a rise in both productivity and profits.
Individuals who opt out of the national health system and obtain their own health care are allowed a deduction on their annual toll tax return for the per capita
value of national health care. In practice, because of the
very low taxes paid by individuals and the very high
quality of national health care, very few people choose
private insurance.
Safe and effective methods of birth control are freely
available for all women, who have the unrestricted personal choice whether or not they will bear children.
Irrespective of their decisions, women receive the full support of their families, communities, and governments.
With the heavy cost of public health care and education lifted from municipal and state governments,
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general welfare assistance is largely provided on a local
basis where needs can be more accurately, fairly, and
economically accessed and administered.
The size of national governments has been substantially reduced, as their mission has been redirected from
the enforcement of complex regulations to the establishment of binding legal presumptions and minimum
damages. These procedural devices reduce the cost of
doing business and the burden of litigation. They are
relied on by aggrieved individuals and businesses, when
they present their complaints to the courts or privately
arbitrate their disputes.
National governments have established their own
independent banks, which issue the national currency
and loan money for government operations. The saving of interest formerly paid to private banks has greatly reduced the cost of government.
Government banks have become the depositories
for solvent national retirement systems, which operate
in addition to the safety net of social security insurance. Voluntarily contributed by workers and their employers, and guaranteed by the government, retirement
funds are primarily invested in small businesses and the
construction and maintenance of national, state, and
local infrastructures.
Increased investment and reduced costs have reliably improved the ability of small businesses to
compete in world markets, resulting in economic

stability—internationally
internationally. The economy is providing
jobs to everyone who wants to work, and a balance between labor and capital has been achieved.
All businesses, including large corporations, have
come to recognize it is to their advantage to have a
well-paid, healthy, rested, and happy workforce and
have joined with organized labor to support improvements in basic working conditions. The standard now
includes a sustaining minimum wage, paid sick and
maternity leave, four weeks of annual paid vacation,
and a four-day
day workweek, allowing a three-day weekend or an extra day off in the middle of the week.
The number of countries continues to increase,
as large artificial nations peacefully resolve themselves
into more logical self-governing
governing constitutional entities.
The threat of militarization has been defeated, and
the international trade in armaments has been eliminated. Governments maintain only very small, but
effective defensive forces, which are backed up by volunteer national guards and militias.
All countries have renounced war against other
societies as an instrument of national policy. Instead,
specifically named individuals, who are proven to pose
a danger to the safety and security of their own people
and to those of other nations, are now declared to be
outlaws, and legislative warrants are issued for their
physical arrest. Disputes between governments are arbitrated in the World Court of Justice, rather than on
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the battlefield. Freed from most conflicts, governments
concentrate on solving their own problems, rather than
meddling in the affairs of others.
The booming international economy is powered by
the energy derived from extensive space-solar collectors
placed in gyrosynchronous equatorial orbits (GEO) by
a consortium of world governments. The GEO system
is primarily dedicated to providing free energy by electrical induction in the surfaces of all major highways
and rail systems for inexpensive transportation around
the world.
The remaining electrical grid system has come to
rely on the widespread use of wind and wave generators, and solar collectors—which have resulted in a
substantial reduction in the use of fossil fuels and nuclear reactors.
With independence from the need to use fossil
fuels for energy, governments have prohibited fracking, the mining of dirty coal, and the exploitation of
tar sands as unjustifiable threats to the fragile water
supply and shared environment. In addition, with
the containment of corporate power, aggressive enforcement of clean water standards has facilitated
widespread improvements in the quality of water.
Concurrent with these changes, the private ownership
of water systems has been prohibited, guaranteeing
the continued delivery of affordable, clean drinking
water around the world.

Altogether, these changes have resulted in a major
reduction in individual and collective stress, and a consequential drop in crime and violence. An initiative to
voluntarily reduce the ownership of personal firearms
has resulted in the construction of magnificent monuments to the curtailment of violence in front of courthouses and government buildings in every country.
These memorials to the victims of violence were built
by welding guns, knives, and other weapons into creative and impressive modern sculptures, where streaks
of rust have replaced the stains of blood.
The worldwide War on Drugs ended with the decriminalization and reasonable regulation of the personal possession and use of all drugs. With the loss of
their markets and enormous profits, the drug cartels
and criminal gangs have been disbanded, and the level
of associated violence has plummeted. The personal
use of drugs has shown an equal decline, as education
and treatment options have enabled and empowered
individuals to make rational decisions—rather than to
be influenced by cultural glorification or being intentionally addicted by drug dealers.
Social and medical improvements in the care and
support of the mentally ill minimize the threat of harm
they pose to themselves and others.
The private operation of all correctional facilities
has been prohibited, and the number of prisons and
prisoners has been considerably reduced. The criminal
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justice system has been effectively reoriented from punishment to rehabilitation. With increased educational
and employment opportunities, most people convicted
of crimes—particularly youthful offenders—benefit
from supervised probation rather than incarceration.
Perhaps most importantly, we find that the energy
of young people has been redirected from gangs, drugs,
and nihilism towards games, competitions, and creative endeavors, such as art, music, dance, drama, and
the design and invention of an endless stream of new
and improved computerized devices and software.
Or, our visit to the future may be a very sad and
disappointing experience.
We may find that nothing has changed, and there
has been no improvement in the quality of individual
lives, governments, the economy, or the environment.
The never-ending
ending wars and suppression of human freedoms continue, and the chances are that humanity will
not survive. It will just be a matter of time—as the collapse quickens.
While this dismal view of the future may be distressing to us personally, it won’t make a whole lot of
difference in the larger sense.
Our demise will be mourned by those who have
patiently and lovingly watched over us since the blossoming of our consciousness; however, the nursery of
Earth will not be destroyed. Although damaged, her
rivers will once again run clean to the oceans within

just a few hundred years, the air will eventually clarify,
and life will go on. We just won’t be around to enjoy it.
Perhaps another million years or so will pass until
another intelligent being evolves on Earth and learns
to fly. The last few artifacts of our civilization may be
found and another child of Mindkind will wonder
about us, and ask who and why?
The 140,000 years of human existence is but a moment in time to Mindkind, and even if we fail to fly
from our nest, our creative contribution to the universal culture has been phenomenal. We have much to be
proud of, some to be ashamed of, and more than we
can presently imagine to hope for.
We still have a ways to go and, as we stand here
at the tipping point of our destiny, we must recognize
our inherent goodness, unite together, draw upon our
collective resources, and focus our energies on the common objective. The creed of Mindkind requires that
we, the Children of Mindkind on Earth, make it on
our own and that we do it together.
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equencing of the human DNA has proven the extent of our relationship to other primates and to
each other. The complexity and collaboration of the effort provides hope for the ultimate mapping and replication of brain functions and the mind itself, including
our collective consciousness.
Based on our biological nervous system, cuttingedge research is now allowing computers to mimic the
human brain as they automate and self-adjust their
programming to perform assigned tasks. Moving beyond massive brute-force programming, third millennial computers will learn to cleverly see, listen, evaluate,
compensate, and communicate with ever increasing
speed, precision, and elegance.
The Human Brain Project of the European Union
is trying to completely simulate the human brain, and
the United States government is funding the Brain
Initiative—aa $4.5 billion effort to map the brain. As
ambitious as these projects are, they are only tentative
steps toward a comprehensive theory of the human
brain and the mind it produces.
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Much like pressing a button on a key as we approach our parked automobile and unlocking its doors,
and just as our cell phones communicate with others
by bouncing signals off distant receivers, we may find
the power of our minds extends beyond the physical
limits we presently find comprehensible.
The time may come when our bodies become expendable and we leave them behind—as our minds
travel to places and times presently unimaginable, in
an equally fantastic and instantaneous manner.
Our nascent ability to map the brain’s chemical and
electrical paths and energy fields offers clues for solving
the mysteries of the mind itself. Searching beyond the
limitations of our bodily existence may reveal a path to
a practical understanding of our “soul.”
One of the most intriguing areas of computer research involves the application of quantum physics to
facilitate parallel computations. These studies have contributed to a theory that consciousness is the product
of quantum mechanics inside the microtubules located
within brain cells. This proposition suggests our soul
may survive during near-death experiences and following actual death—as the quantum information cannot
be destroyed and must be conserved. The theory has
been supported by the discovery of quantum vibrations
within these microtubules and by the revival of full brain
function in individuals whose bodies have stopped functioning for extended periods due to extreme cold.

Once we establish the nature and extent of our living mind, we may find there is a rational basis for the
age-old question of life after death. If the soul, or the
aura of an individual’s mind, independently survives
the physical body, there must be a focus for its tenuous
energy—aa nexus where its material force can be realized. It may be that the soul only survives when the individual who bore the mantle of its corporeal existence
is thought of in the mind of another.
Perhaps our personal heaven and hell exists whenever and wherever we are remembered with either admiration and respect, or with disdain and revulsion.
In either case, our surviving spirit may have no choice
but to enjoy the love, or endure the hatred earned during the period of our bodily existence. The manner in
which we choose to live our lives and to exercise our
free will may not only affect those who share our living
space, but our eternal pleasure or suffering as well.
Only time will tell whether these last few thoughts
have validity or whether there is time enough remaining for validation.
For now, time continues to unwind moment by moment. Our collective intellect struggles against the brutality of ignorance and superstition that seeks to destroy
it, and we have to fight and win the battle ourselves.
Victory depends upon the valor and wisdom of
those who follow us in life and who will boldly lead us
into the future—The Children of Mindkind on Earth.
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esearch material has been accumulated by the author in notebooks and file folders for more than
30 years, and certain chapters are based, in part, on
two earlier publications, Mindkind: Math & Physics for
the New Millennium and Time Travel to Ancient Math
and Physics.
Due to the condensed nature of the book, direct
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